THE PACIFIC COMBAT ZONE IS A 5-7 MINUTE WALK FROM THE MAIN CAMPUS - APPROX 1/4 MILE.

MAP KEY

1. HISTORIC NIMITZ HOTEL
2. ADMIRAL NIMITZ GALLERY
3. HISTORIC NIMITZ BALLROOM
4. ADMIRAL NIMITZ SCULPTURE
5. COMMAND POST RETAIL STORE
6. SAMUEL B ROBERTS PAVILION
7. MEMORIAL COURTYARD
8. ESSEX CARRIER PROPELLER
9. JAPANESE GARDEN OF PEACE
10. PLAZA OF THE PRESIDENTS
11. GEORGE HW BUSH GALLERY
12. MUSEUM STORE
13. TEMPORARY EXHIBIT GALLERY
14. LARGE ARTIFACT COURTYARD
15. FREDERICKSBURG VISITORS CENTER
16. PCZ ADMISSIONS CENTER
17. CARRIER AVIATION EXHIBIT
18. PT BOAT EXHIBIT
19. Wm CLEMENTS Jr AMPHITHEATER
20. LIVING HISTORY BATTLEFIELD
21. QUONSET HUT / S.T.E.A.M.
22. HOBBY EDUCATION CENTER
23. HOBBY BACKYARD
24. RUFF HAUS
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